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Success Indicator:
You will be able to document the history
and make decisions on what to do with your
item.

Life Skills Practiced:
Keeping records, wise use of resources,
planning/organizing, decision making

Project Skills Practiced:
Researching and documenting the history of
an item, deciding what to do with an item

“Preserving Heirlooms” is the most advanced Home Environment
4-H project. If you are interested in things that are “old” -- at least older than
you are! – you will find this guide both interesting and challenging!
Do you have an item in mind for this project? Or are you planning to purchase one? This resource is a guide to help you decide how to make sure
your special item is something you will enjoy for a long time, without destroying its value.

Let’s start by finding answers to several questions...
When you hear people talking about special things, especially ones that are
old, you often hear these terms: heirloom, antique, collectible, and vintage.
Let’s define them so you understand how each one is just a little different
from the other.

heir· loom
Something of special value passed down in a family
from one generation to the next. It could be almost
anything, but it is often a piece of furniture, home
accessories, jewelry, dishes or clothes.
An heirloom would have value in your family, even
if it doesn’t have monetary value, because of who
gave it to you or because of the story that goes with
it.

an· tique
An antique is generally thought to be something at
least 80 – 100 years old. In addition, it has special
value because of the craftsmanship, design, beauty
or rarity of the item.
Antiques are sometimes purchased as an investment,
with the thought that they will increase in value over
the years. The value can be quickly destroyed if the
item is not cared for or restored properly. Over restoring or repairing can decrease its value.

col· lect· i· ble
A collectible is simply defined as something
of value that a person takes time to collect! It
may be an antique, but it might be something much newer. Sometimes the term is
used to describe items that are less than antique age of 80-100 years.

vin· tage
In the context of things you might collect,
vintage items are high quality things from
the past. Examples might be vintage furniture or accessories.

Why preserve it?
When you have a special item, think carefully
about what it means to you as well as its potential value – either monetarily or as an heirloom/antique/collectible -- before you decide
what you will do with it.

Activity 1: Documenting History
Materials Needed:
“Documenting History” Chart
Pencil
Documenting the history of an item is a good practice to get into. It’s a great way to preserve the history of the past and present for generations to
come!

4- H

Fill out this chart to begin documenting your history.

Documenting History
What do you know about your item? Find out and record as much information as you can.
Where did you get
the item?
*Do you know the
age?
Where was it made?
**Who made it?
How was it used?
(furniture, tool, décor)

*Below are some tips to find the age of your item.
Can you find the history and age of the item from the previous owner?
Try researching the age through websites, libraries or museums comparing
what you have with similar items.
**When finding who made it, here are some questions to think about.
Was it manufactured?
Can you find a company name?
Was it made by hand?

Activity 2: Preparing for the big decision
Materials Needed:
“What to do” charts
Pencil
Now that you have looked into the history of your item, you need
to decide what to do with it. Below are several charts to help you
with this process.

Would you consider the item a(n)…

Place a check mark  by the one that applies

Antique
Collectible
Vintage Item
Heirloom

What needs to be done to make it useful?
Check all that apply

Clean it
Display it
Repair it
Restore the finish
Remove old finish, add new
Repurpose it
What do you want to do with it?

Place a check mark  by the one that applies

Keep it for “looks”
Restore it to use
Restore all or part of it into something “new”
Other…

Activity 3: The big decision
Materials Needed:
Pencil
So, what is your decision?
Considering what you know about your item, how you plan to use it, and what restoration
or changes would need to be made, what do you plan to do? Answer these questions before
proceeding:
Will you be damaging the original finish?
Will it still be valued as an heirloom/collectible/antique?
Do repairs need to be made or finish need to be restored before it is usable?
Are you salvaging a useless item, or does “repurposing” destroy the value?
When you have decided the best plan for your item, use the following guidelines so your restored, refinished or repurposed item will be enjoyed for years to come.
Keep repairs as inconspicuous as possible. Ask for help if needed.
Choose a finish that is compatible with the style/age of the item.
If you are not sure of a stain color, try it first in an inconspicuous place. If you are repairing paint, make a sample on another piece of wood.
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Success Indicator:
You will be able to properly preserve an
item from the past.

Life Skills Practiced:
Keeping records, planning/organization,
critical thinking, problem solving, decision
making

Project Skills Practiced:
Researching, planning, and implementing
preservation techniques

Once you have decided what family heirlooms you and your
family want to keep and preserve, you need to learn how to
properly handle, clean, repair, store, and/or display your
treasures. A good policy to follow is "don't touch", until you
have time to search for the proper care method.

Heirloom treasures made of fabric such as
quilts, wall hangings, home accessories, wedding dresses, embroidered pillowcases, and doilies should be kept in an area of the home where
there is little fluctuation in temperature and humidity. Avoid storing these items in attics, kitchens, laundry rooms and unheated spaces. Recommended temperatures for storing are 62°F –
72°F and 45% – 55% relative humidity.
Sunlight and fluorescent lights can cause irreversible damage to fabric due to the high levels of ultraviolet light. Textiles should be
stored in a dark area, and if displayed, they
should be kept out of direct sunlight.

Quilt - Circa 1900

Exhibit Tip: Textiles are an

Wedding dress—1924

important part of our past. In order to enter
a textile in home environment the exhibit must
be an item for the home. An example of this
would be a shadow box showcasing your
great-grandmother’s wedding dress and accessories.

If possible, store textile items flat. If the item must be
folded, use acid-free tissue paper or washed cotton muslin to cushion folds. Refold occasionally to minimize the
chance of permanent creases or fold lines. Textile items
may also be rolled around a cardboard tube, but first
cover it with acid free paper or cotton muslin. Also keep
textiles away from pests (bugs) by keeping storage areas
clean with frequent vacuuming, and by making sure
items are clean when placed in storage.
For more information and details on various kinds of
damage visit the International Quilt Study Center’s website—”Quilts Under the Microscope”

Photographs are important to us as a visual
contact to our past. Temperature and humidity are once again important considerations.
High humidity can affect dyes in color photos, heat can affect the paper by turning it
brown, and both can encourage the growth
of mold. Food and beverages should be kept
away from precious photos, as crumbs and
sticky spots attract insects. Ultraviolet light
from direct sunlight or fluorescent lights can
cause fading as with textile items. Do not use tape on any photographs, as acid in the adhesive will cause yellowing.
Store photographs, slides and negatives in acid-free boxes. If you use sleeves, check to
see that they are un-buffered, as paper often contains alkaline buffering, which can affect
the dyes. If displaying photographs in albums choose ones made to open flat, with polyester display sleeves or acid-free pages. Do not use magnetic photo sleeves or albums
with vinyl sleeves. When buying storage or display materials for photographs, be sure
they have passed the Photograph Activity Test (PAT). Some manufacturers advertise
that their product is “Photo Safe,” this is not the same as PAT, as it has no standards applied to it. There are some “archival quality” (museum quality) tapes available that have
passed the PAT, but even then use as little as possible only on the back of the photo.
Another display and storage option is matting and framing. When framing heirloom
photographs, use acid-free mat board and acid-free backing. Humidity can cause emulsions to stick to glass, so leave space between the photograph and the glass by using a
mat or double mat.
Labeling photographs is important, identifying people by their names and relationships,
noting the date, place, event and photographer will help future generations. When labeling use a soft pencil on the edge of the back of the photograph or label the enclosure.

Although the biggest danger for this media is breakage from
handling, we may enjoy using heirloom dishes for special occasions. To prevent breakage, be careful of temperature fluctuations, such as putting hot liquids into a cold dish.
Glass, china, and glazed ceramics can be washed carefully, using a mild detergent. Unglazed ceramics and dishes with hand
painted designs should never be washed. Dust them with a
magnetic cloth, but don't use sprays or polishes which can discolor their finishes. Dishwashers are a risk for all valuable ceramics and glassware.
Store or display glassware and ceramics in a safe place, protected from temperature extremes and direct sunlight, to prevent fading of painted designs. Plates may be stacked if they
are protected by paper towels or flannel liners.

Works on paper generally refer to flat (as opposed to bound) paper materials, including
documents, manuscripts, drawings, prints,
posters, and maps. Taking care when handling
any collection item is one of the more effective,
cost-efficient, and easily achieved preservation
measures.
As always take proper care by having clean
hands and work area with no food or drinks that can spill on the
paper. Use pencil, not ink, to make any necessary marks or inscriptions and then only make inscriptions when the paper is on
a clean, hard surface, to avoid embossing the inscription into the
paper, which will be visible from the other side. Do not use paper clips, other fasteners, "dog ear" folding to mark or organize
paper. Do not leave rubber bands, self-adhesive tape, and/or
glue on paper.
Store paper in a cool, relatively dry (about 35% relative humidity), clean, and stable environment with minimal exposure to all
kinds of light and no exposure to direct or intense light. Keep paper at a safe distance from radiators and vents. Paper should be
stored flat and unfolded in acid-free boxes that provide support,
except for oversized papers which can be rolled. Acidic papers,
such as newspapers which are made from wood pulp, should be
stored separately to prevent acids from migrating onto other papers.

The age of metal may in part be indicated by the patina — the
result of oxidation or interaction with air or its environment
which causes the surface of metal to deteriorate slightly.
To preserve the value of metal items as heirlooms and keepsakes, careful cleaning, storage and display are necessary to
preserve the patina and the original finish and characteristics
of the metal. Always test cleaning and care procedures first
before use on valued items. Follow safety precautions in using
solvents and other chemicals. If in doubt, consult a conservator who specializes in metals.
When using commercial cleaners, read and follow
the label directions and test first. Hardware
stores and lumberyards, grocery stores, and
specialty shops and department stores may
carry metal cleaners. Remove all residue of
the cleaner.
For information about specific types of
metal click here.

**Refer to the Resources PDF for more information on preserving heirlooms**

Activity 1: Preserving Know How
Materials Needed:
Pencil
Preserving the Past Form
Now it’s your turn! Take what you have learned and put it into action! Fill
out the form below with the details of your preservation techniques.
**For the PDF version of this form, visit the Resources PDF.**

Preserving the Past Form
What is the item you are preserving?
_____________________________________________
What media is your item made of? (glass, paper, wood,
etc.)________________________
What is its history? (family heirloom, who made it, age,
etc.)_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
How were you able to acquire the history of your item?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
What steps did you take to determine how to properly
preserve it?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Give the steps of how you properly preserved your
item. Please be detailed.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
What was the most challenging aspect of preserving
your item? How did you overcome this?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
How do you plan to store your item?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
If you used resources other than Preserving Heirlooms to
help you properly preserve your item, what were they?
(Internet sites, books)
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Needlework—1853

**Textile photographs courtesy of
Plainsman Museum—Aurora, NE**
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Success Indicator:
You will be able to successfully restore a
piece of wooden furniture.

Life Skills Practiced:
Wise use of resources, planning/organizing,
goal setting, critical thinking, problem solving, decision making, personal safety

Project Skills Practiced:
Cleaning, stripping, repairing, sanding,
staining, and finishing wooden furniture.

When you have a piece of furniture that you want to restore, you still have
a few more decisions to make! The first question is: What will be needed to
make your furniture usable? Does it need a simple deep clean or does it
need the works (stripping, sanding, staining, varnish, etc)?
Another thing to think about is the value. Sometimes refinishing an antique
will greatly diminish the value. Check for markings or tags on your piece
and do some research. You can also take your item to an antique dealer or
appraiser for more information.

When restoring a wooden piece, the process goes as follows: cleaning,
sometimes stripping, repairing, sanding, staining, clear finish, hardware.
The activities in this section will be progressive, meaning if you do Activity
3 the next step is Activity 4. The only exception would be Activity 1 which
is cleaning your item. You may not need to proceed to the other activities if
your item just needed a good deep clean. This is the preferred action for
preservation of the value with an antique or heirloom – “do no harm” is
the motto.

Activity 1: The Deep Clean
Materials Needed:
Commercial furniture cleaner (ex. Murphy® Oil Soap)
Paste wax such as Briwax®, Carnauba or specialty waxes for antiques
Soft cloth
Q-tips®
If you think the finish is good enough to keep, all you need to do is clean it. Removing old
wax, dirt and grease will make a big improvement in the appearance. To do this, you will
want to use a commercial furniture cleaner. One that is easy to find is Murphy® Oil Soap.
Follow the directions on the package, being careful not to use too much water as you clean
since water can damage the wood. A mild hand soap and water can be used if needed. Water on shellac finishes may turn finish white.
Look over your piece carefully. Are you finding a few scratches or nicks? These can easily
be touched up with several items you can buy for touch ups, such as a touch up marker,
pen, powdered pumice, or rottenstone. BUT, there are several items around your home that
will work just as well too! Here a few:
Rub a walnut or pecan across the scratch. The oils in the nut will help seal the scratch.
Look through your make-up supplies. Eye brow pencils are soft and oil based making hiding a scratch easy. Fill the crack and buff with a soft cloth. Just make sure you
use a color that will match your furniture!
Spread mayonnaise over the scratch and wipe away the extra with a soft cloth.
Have a stubborn water spot or ring? Toothpaste can help hide it! Rub the affected
area, then wipe clean.
There are special wood crayons for scratches or nicks, but why pay more for something you already have in your crayon box at home! Find a color that matches the
wood and fill in, then buff with a soft cloth.
Shoe polish in a matching color can be applied with a cotton ball or Q-tip® and
buffed dry.
Rottenstone and oil can be an effective fix too. Put a few drops of salad oil (ex: olive,
vegetable, canola, mineral oil etc.) on the blemish and shake on enough rottenstone to
make a paste. Rub briskly with the grain of the wood, using a clean, soft cloth.

**Mention of brand and trade names are used only as product examples and is not
intended as an endorsement of any product or item by the University of Nebraska
nor is any omission of a product intended as a criticism.**

An option when done, protect the surface with a clear quality paste wax such as Briwax®, Carnauba, or specialty waxes used for antiques such as Renaissance Wax. These may be found in
some stores and antique shops or ordered online. They are removable, do no harm, and protect
the surface from damage and some liquids. Do not wax too often or put on too thick as excess
wax build up collects dust and grime. Apply a thin coating with a soft lintless rag working the
wax in a circular motion, and focusing on working with the grain of wood. Then buff with a
soft cloth. Paste waxes make it difficult to apply another finish on top such as lacquer or varnish unless the wax is completely removed, which is difficult to do.

Good as new? No need to move on! But, if your piece doesn’t look
quite like you envisioned move on to Activity 2.

Activity 2: Refinishing
Materials Needed:
Commercial stripping product (look for a soy or citrus based product which is safer)
Old brush and bowl or metal can for stripper
Another old container to scrape finish into
Plastic to protect floor or work bench
Putty knife
Water, soap, pail, rags
Gloves made with neoprene (so remover will not eat through the gloves)
Well fitted, quality air filter mask or half or full face respirator with vapor cartridge filters.
Steel wool, brass wire brush or tooth brush, tooth picks (for crevices)
Mineral spirits (hazardous—use with ventilation and caution)
If the finish still does not look good enough after cleaning, the next step will be refinishing the furniture. You will
need to purchase a commercial stripping product to take off the old finish. The kind you select will depend on the
finish that is on your furniture. If your furniture is painted, you will need to select a product especially designed
for that purpose. If the finish is varnish, you could either select a varnish stripper or a product that is referred to
as a furniture refinisher. Read labels carefully before purchasing. If this is your first time to strip furniture, you may
want to choose one that can be cleaned up with soap and water. Some require a special neutralizer or mineral
spirits which is hazardous.
Note on furniture refinishers:
Furniture refinisher products are different from a varnish or paint stripper. It softens the finish so it can be removed with steel wool. This is a good choice if the old finish is not extremely heavy. However, this product is
highly volatile, so use it ONLY if you can do it in the garage or outside with plenty of ventilation. If this is not
possible, only work inside if you have a large room with cross-ventilation using fans to pull in fresh air through
one window and removing fumes through another. In addition, wear a half or full face respirator with vapor cartridge filters and neoprene gloves for your protection. The advantage of this method is that it is easy to use and
does not strip off all the original stain. Often, once the finish is off, it only takes a light sanding or no sanding and
you are ready to apply the new finish. Heavy sanding may take of the stain or make it look splotchy in spots.

Preparing to refinish:
Step 1: Before you begin your project, you will want to remove all handles or other hardware.
Be sure to put each piece, including screws, etc. in a baggy or covered plastic container. You
don’t want to lose any pieces! If there was something unusual in how it came off, be sure to
write that on a note so you will remember when you put it back together again!
Step 2: Cover the floor or work bench with plastic to protect from leaving stains and to make
clean-up go much easier! Place your furniture on the plastic, with one side easily accessible.
Commercial Stripper

Step 3: Pour a small amount of stripper into a smaller container. (Close the original container between uses to prevent
spills.) Using an old brush, generously “paint” the stripper
onto a small section of the furniture (start with about a 1-2
foot area). Brush in one direction, applying enough stripper
to cover the area, but without “painting” over it again.
Brushing back and forth will stop the action of the stripper
and won’t work as well. Allow it to work. See the suggested
wait time on the label.
Step 4: Once the finish is bubbled, use a putty knife to gently
scrape off the stripper along with the old finish. Be careful
not to gouge the wood. Steel wool can also help get finish off
after using the putty knife. If there are several layers of paint
or a very heavy varnish, you may need to repeat this step.

Furniture Refinisher

Step 3: Pour small amount of refinisher in glass jar or metal
can. With gloves on, dip steel wool in refinisher. Starting on
the underside of the furniture, wipe a small area with refinisher until it softens.
Step 4: Once softened, wipe off old finish with a rag or steel
wool.
Step 5: Keep repeating this process until all the finish has
been removed. Be patient! Depending on the finish you are
removing, you may need to repeat this step several times, or
it may come off quite quickly! You may need to use Q-tips®
or a small tool covered with a rag to get excess finish from
corners, grooves, etc.
Step 6: Wipe entire surface clean with mineral spirits.

Step 5: Complete stripping one area, then clean up any residue with water and soap or mineral spirits. (See package for
clean-up recommendations.) When one area is clean, move
to the next until the whole piece has been stripped.
Step 6: Wash entire piece with denatured alcohol solvent
until wood does not appear light, powdery, or smoky or feel
slimy. Wipe with burlap or other coarse cloth dipped in
fresh alcohol. All remover must be cleaned off or the new
finish will be sticky and will not dry.

Step 7: Allow to dry. Lightly sand the surface with 400 grit
sandpaper or 0000 steel wool. Use tack cloth to remove all
dust particles.
Step 8: At this point, decide if the furniture needs to be
stained or if it is ready for a finish to be applied.
NOTE: this should only be done with LOTS of ventilation – as in
an open garage or outdoors. For best protection, wear an air purifying half-mask or full-mask respirator, neoprene gloves, and use a
fan to blow fumes away if working in a garage.

Examining wood after removing finish:
Is surface sticky? Old finish remains – apply remover again to entire section.
Is surface smoky? Wash section again with alcohol.
Is piece dented, bruised, or stained?
If old glue remains in crevices and joints, apply hot vinegar to glue.
Do joints need re-gluing? For sealer finish, apply two coats before gluing.

Activity 3: Doctor up with Repairs
Materials Needed:
Wood glue
Clamps
Old rubber inner tube from tire
Sand paper or putty knife
Paper towels
After all the finish has been removed and you have allowed the piece to dry, carefully
inspect your furniture to see that joints are all tightly glued. If repairs are needed, do
them at this time. (If the furniture is in need of a lot of re-gluing, it might be easier to
take apart before stripping.) If re-gluing joints is needed, it is important to clamp the
joint as the glue dries. Be sure to protect the wood so no indentions are made with the
clamps. An old rubber inner tube from a tire, cut into strips, make a good “clamp” in
many places. Stretch the rubber strips around what needs to be clamped and leave
tightly tied until the joint is dry. The rubber exerts a steady amount of pressure on the
joint. A wide variety of commercial clamps are available, but may be expensive to
purchase for an occasional project. You might be able to borrow clamps from someone
who does woodworking.

To glue:
Carefully clean off the old glue by scraping or sanding before
applying new. Use a good quality wood glue. Watch carefully
to see if excess glue squeezes out of the joint, especially when
the clamps are applied. Use a damp paper towel to remove all
excess glue. Check back after a few minutes to see if glue has
run. Sometimes it doesn’t show up at first. This is an extremely important step, as any glue that remains on the surface will NOT accept stain, and will show through a final finish.

Activity 4: Make It Smooth with Sanding
Materials Needed:
Sandpaper (various grits)
Sanding block (optional)
Shop-vacuum
Clean brush
Tack cloth
Now you are ready to sand!
Sanding is the difference between an average refinishing job and a professional job.
However, remember that sanding may affect the antique value when removing finishes and the “patina” or aged look of the item. Most people don’t sand enough. Start
with a medium grit and gradually move to finer grits. Harder woods benefit from going all the way to 400 – 600 grits. Softer woods will be OK with 240 or 320. Keep sanding, moving to finer grits, until the piece feels VERY SMOOTH to the touch.
**Reminder: Always sand WITH the grain of the wood.
Final cleaning:
After furniture is sanded thoroughly, it is important to remove all the saw dust. You
might start by using a Shop-vacuum with soft bristles to clean your furniture and
your work area, so dust does not accidentally get back on your finish. In addition, use
a clean brush and tack cloth to remove any remaining dust. Clean up your work space
as well so that little or no dust is disturbed while applying finishes.

Activity 5: Staining
Materials Needed:
Stain (oil or water based)
Rag, soft sponge, or brush
Half or full face respirator with vapor cartridge filters
At this time you will need to decide if your furniture needs to be stained or not. Sometimes
you might prefer to leave the wood in its natural color. Other times, the beauty of the wood is
enhanced or the color is changed by applying a stain. Most stains are oil based, but some are
water based. Carefully read and follow label directions.
Using a rag, soft sponge, or brush apply the stain evenly with the grain of the wood. Start
with the underside of the wood. Make sure to work in a well ventilated area as they produce
fumes. Use a half or full face respirator with vapor cartridge filters. For a lighter stain, wipe
immediately with a rag. For a darker stain, wait 5 – 10 minutes, then wipe. When you are
wiping the stain, make sure to wipe in the direction of the grain. It is important to get the extra stain off of the furniture or it will not dry properly. Water base will dry faster than oil base.
If the furniture is not dark enough you can put stain back on it again and leave on for another
few minutes. Always check to make sure it is not drying out in spots.
Allow at least 8 hours to dry or look for the dry time on the label. You may need to reapply
the stain if you want a darker look. When dry, use a tack rag to remove dust before applying
the finish.

Activity 6: Add the Finishing Touch
Materials Needed:
Clear finish (varnish, shellac, lacquer, or oil)
Foam brush (for varnish)
Rags (for oil)
There are four types of clear finishes: varnish, shellac, lacquer and oil. Waxing is also sometimes used
as a final step instead of a finish but typically does not add as much protection. However, it can add a
luster and depth in thin layers that looks nice. Shellac was often used on antique furniture, and is considered the most luxurious finish and is easily repaired if damaged. The disadvantage of shellac is that it is
easily damaged by scratches or water spots. Lacquer is used if the finish is sprayed on, as it dries quickly.
However, it does not work well with oil-based stains. Use a water-based stain if you are using a lacquer
finish.
The two finishes that we recommend are varnish or oil.
Varnish is usually labeled as polyurethane and urethane. They are the most durable finishes, but are
harder to repair if damaged. Compatibility with the stain can also be an issue. Make sure the stain and
varnish selected are meant to be used together or are the same brand.
To apply varnish, use a foam brush or a synthetic brush that is for varnishing. A foam brush may produce more air bubbles, but is easier to use. Apply across the grain and then immediately brush with the
grain. Apply thin coats so the finish does not run. Work in small sections at a time, checking frequently
for runs. Allow to dry thoroughly. You will need no less than three coats, but you must sand between
each one. Use a fine grit (400-600) sandpaper or 0000 steel wool to sand the “nubbies” from the varnish.
Remove all residue with a tack cloth before applying the next coat.
Clear finishes need a final smoothing. This can be steel wool or wet sandpaper or use one of the following methods:
Rubbing with a mixture of mineral oil and either rottenstone (for a glossier finish) or powdered pumice
(if you want a duller finish) will give a professional final smoothing.
Rottenstone can also be used after polishing with pumice. Pumice cuts
faster, so don’t rub too hard.

Another clear finish can be achieved by using an oil such as linseed oil or tung
oil. Other commercial oil products are also available. Apply an oil finish using
a rag to rub the oil into the wood. Wipe with a dry rag to remove excess. Allow to dry, then repeat application of oil up to 6-8 times. If you use pure tung oil
(as opposed to tung oil varnish), it can be applied with your hands. The heat of
your hands helps the oil penetrate the wood. Or if you prefer, use a lint free rag.
Finish the whole piece of furniture! When you are applying the clear finish, be
sure to also finish all sides of drawers, insides and backs of dressers/desks/etc,
and undersides of tables. If you only apply a finish to the outside surfaces, the
wood will dry from the inside out and warp over time. Inside finishes don’t need
to be as smooth, but still need to be applied to seal all sides of the wood. Finishing
the inside of drawers is also important so bare wood or a rough finish won’t snag
clothes.
Check the quality. Is your finish even throughout your piece? Does it have a
smooth surface? Is the finish dry and hard? Is it free of runs and drips? Does it
have good color? If you answered yes to all of these questions, then you have a
good quality finish to your piece!
For more instructions on rubbing out the finish, you might go to one of these
sites:
http://www.homesteadfinishingproducts.com/htdocs/rubbingpolish.htm
http://antiquerestorers.com/Articles/SAL/rub.htm
http://www.woodworkingtips.com/etips/etip21.html

Activity 7: Restoring Hardware
Materials Needed:
Hardware
Sandwich bags or covered container
The hardware used on an antique piece of furniture can either make or break the total look! There are
a few do’s and don’t’s to follow:

DO

DON’T

….take a good look at the hardware that came
on the furniture to decide if it is the original or
if it has been replaced. You will want to make
sure the hardware you use on your finished
piece complements the furniture – not detracts
from it and fits into the same holes.

….replace old hardware with a modern look.

.…carefully remove the hardware that came on
the furniture. Put all the pieces in a baggie or
covered container so you don’t lose anything!

….use hardware that has a bright,
brassy look.
….scratch or damage
hardware when removing.

….clean or restore the hardware that you have,
or replace with something that looks appropriate for your furniture.
Technique for removing old paint on hardware:
Put water and a little dish detergent in an old cooking pot or crock pot (one you will
not use for food in the future). Add painted hardware/screws. Bring to a simmer (not
boiling) and let
it cook for 6-8 hours. When you see that the paint is loosening, use tongs to remove from hot water and
put in a container of ice water. Remove paint by working it loose with your hands, a sponge or old
toothbrush. Be careful not to use a metal tool that may leave scratches.
Once the paint is gone, you may not need to do anything else if you like how it looks. To protect the finish, spray with a clear matte varnish to seal.
According to Daniel Kanter “If your hardware is on the newer side, it may be nice to give it a final scrub
with a product such as Bar Keeper’s Friend®. This stuff is mega-powerful, though, so it’s a good idea to
start with the back of a backplate or another area that won’t be exposed, just to make sure you actually
like the restored finish.” (www.designsponge.com)

Check out these websites for some other “How To’s” in restoring hardware:
http://www.doityourself.com/stry/how-to-clean-brass-antique-furniture#.UrCuNyf4vIU
http://www.ehow.com/how_5645437_restore-antique-hardware.html

Activity 8: The Clean Up
Materials Needed:
Items will vary
Your piece of furniture is beautifully refinished! Congratulations!! Now it’s time to clean up the mess. Check
labels on the strippers, refinishers, stains, finishes, etc. for proper storage. Most need to be stored at certain
temperatures and well sealed, out of reach of children. Put all supplies back in their proper locations and
throw away all trash (paper towels, Q-tips®, etc.).
Brushes needed to be taken care of immediately after use. If you clean the brush after each use it can be used
again rather than buying a new one. There are different solvents available to help clean brushes. Check the
list below to help you when cleaning.
Oil Stain – paint thinner or turpentine
Filler – paint thinner or turpentine
Linseed oil, Penetrating Sealer, Wax, Varnish, Enamels, Coating Type Sealer – Paint thinner or turpentine
Shellac – denatured alcohol
Lacquer – lacquer thinner
Read the product label for advice on what to use.
Use neoprene rubber gloves. Pour some solvent in a small or medium-size wide mouth jar or can. Press
brush into solvent to allow it to penetrate the bristles. Remove brush from solvent. Let the pigment or residue
settle to the bottom and put brush in solvent again. Pour solvent in large screw cap bottle for storage and
pour fresh solvent in jar or can. Repeat first two steps at least twice more.
If solid particles remain, use an old stiff brush to comb out the particles. Once free of residue, hand wash the
brush with laundry detergent and water. Rinse with clean water. Allow to dry in a flat position making sure
all of the bristles are in the same position. Store by laying flat or hanging. Folding wrapping paper around
the bristles can help keep the ends from curling.
If brush is cracked with dried paint, varnish, filler, etc. on the bristles, soak in a solvent type brush cleaner.
Some may need to soak for several hours.
Be sure to safely dispose of any rags, paper and other items that could catch fire. Even in a trash can, solvent
soaked items can self combust and start a fire.
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Thank you to the Kroft family for allowing us to use this publication.
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Success Indicator:
You will be able to successfully repurpose
or upcycle an article.

Life Skills Practiced:
Wise use of resources, planning/organizing,
goal setting, critical thinking, problem solving, decision making

Project Skills Practiced:
Brainstorming ideas to repurpose or upcycle
an heirloom, antique, or other article.
A Nebraska 4-Hers Heirloom Treasures project

Recently, “Do It Yourself” or DIY projects have become very popular! This is a great way to save money
and it’s environmentally friendly as well. In this section of Preserving Heirlooms, the doors will be wideopen for creativity. You will have an opportunity to repurpose or upcycle different items. When you repurpose something, you are finding a new use for the object. Upcycling is taking an item that is useless with no
purpose and finding a new use for it. If you have an
antique that has seen better days and doesn’t have a
purpose any more, start brainstorming!

Activity 1: Repurpose/Upcycle
Materials Needed:
Varies with each project
In this activity, the steps provided are limited. This is your time
to get creative and explore ideas. There are many resources
available to you for repurposing and upcycling ideas. Try your
local extension office, the library, magazines, or explore the
Web.

Below are a few websites to help get your creative juices flowing!
www.diynetwork.com
www.hgtv.com
www.pinterest.com

The above antique heat register
vent was upcycled by giving it a
fresh coat of paint and adding
candles for a table centerpiece.

Pictures courtesy of Jenna Huttenmaier.
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The following are available as additional resources to help preserve your heirlooms:

Nebraska State Historical Association
http://www.nebraskahistory.org/conserve/index.shtml

International Quilt Study Center: To Protect Preserve
http://www.quiltstudy.org/discovery/resources/publications/downloads.html

State Archives of Florida
http://dlis.dos.state.fl.us/archives/preservation/Photographs/index.cfm

Kansas Historical Society
http://www.kshs.org/p/preserving-china-and-glassware/12263

Library of Congress
http://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/paper.html

Smithsonian
http://www.si.edu/mci/english/learn_more/taking_care/appraisal.html

Saving Your Treasures
http://www.netnebraska.org/basic-page/television/saving-your-treasures

Care of Quilts: Cleaning
http://www.ianrpubs.unl.edu/epublic/live/g1821/build/

Care of Quilts: Storage & Display
http://www.ianrpubs.unl.edu/epublic/live/g1820/build/

Preservation of Metal Items
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1638&context=extensionhist

Restoring Hardware
http://www.doityourself.com/stry/how-to-clean-brass-antiquefurniture#.Uw4cfs5mDIV
http://www.ehow.com/how_5645437_restore-antique-hardware.html

Rubbing out the finish
http://www.homesteadfinishingproducts.com/htdocs/rubbingpolish.htm
http://antiquerestorers.com/Articles/SAL/rub.htm
http://www.woodworkingtips.com/etips/etip21.html

Removing Shellac and Lacquer
http://tlc.howstuffworks.com/home/how-to-strip-wooden-furniture.htm

Popular Woodworking: Finishing for First-Timers
http://www.popularwoodworking.com/techniques/finishing/finishingfor-first-timers

Refinish Wizard: How to Strip Wood Furniture
http://www.refinishwizard.com/stripping.htm

Cleaning, Repairing and Reconditioning Wood Furniture
http://extension.usu.edu/files/publications/publication/fl-hi-500.pdf

DIY Network:
www.diynetwork.com

HGTV:
www.hgtv.com

Pinterest:
www.pinterest.com

For the “Preserving the Past” form continue on to the next page.

Preserving the Past Form
What is the item you are preserving?___________________________________________________________
What media is your item made of? (glass, paper, wood, etc.)______________________________________
What is its history? (family heirloom, who made it, age, etc.)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
How were you able to acquire the history of your item?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
What steps did you take to determine how to properly preserve it?_________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Give the steps of how you properly preserved your item. Please be detailed.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
What was the most challenging aspect of preserving your item? How did you overcome this?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
How do you plan to store your item?___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
If you used resources other than Preserving Heirlooms to help you properly preserve your item, what
were they? (Internet sites, books)______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Antique - An antique is generally thought to be something at least 80 – 100 years old. In
addition, it has special value because of the craftsmanship, design, beauty or rarity of the
item.
Acid-Free Tissue Paper – A tissue paper made without harmful chemicals that can destroy textiles. Can be found at some drycleaners or ordered on the Internet.
Collectible - A collectible is simply defined as something of value that a person takes time
to collect! It may be an antique, but it might be something much newer. Sometimes the
term is used to describe items that are less than antique age of 80-100 years.
Commercial Stripper – An alkaline or other solution used to strip finish from wood furniture. The chemical reacts with the finish making it soft and easier to remove.
Denatured Alcohol – Alcohol that has been treated with another chemical to remove certain properties. Often used in cleaning. (Labeled as a hazardous chemical and all safety
precautions must be followed. Use at your own discretion.)
Enamel – Term used for paint that dries to a very durable, hard finish.
Grain – The orientation of wood-cell fibers. When sanding wood, go with the grain of the
wood.
Hardware – Metal ware such as doorknobs, hinges, etc. used on furniture.
Heirloom - Something of special value passed down in a family from one generation to
the next. It could be almost anything, but it is often a piece of furniture, home accessories,
jewelry, dishes or clothes.
Lacquer – A finish or coating used on wood. Once hardened it acts as a protective coating.
Originally, lacquer was made from a resin from trees or from an insect called lac. Today,
many products labeled as lacquers are made from polymers dissolved in volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) or from acrylic compounds dissolved in several solvents. Lacquer is
more durable than shellac.

Lintless Cloth – One which does not shed lint or short fibers when used. Cheese cloth or
old cotton handkerchiefs that have been laundered many times meet this requirement.
Muslin – A lightweight, loosely woven cotton fabric.
Pumice – A spongy, porous stone of volcanic origin. Available as a stone or in powdered
form at paint and hardware stores. Comes in No. 1, 0, F, FF, FFF, FFFF grades of coarseness. No. 1 is coarsest. Use an FFFF or the finest you can obtain or it may
scratch surfaces. A mixture of very fine pumice powder provides a very smooth
hand-rubbed finish. Mix the pumice with mineral oil or water. Don’t use water
on Shellac.
Rottenstone – A soft stone, sometimes called Tripoli after the country of its origin. Powdered rottenstone is used for fine polishing.
Repurpose – To give a new purpose or use to an article.
Sandpaper – A type of paper coated with sand or any other abrasive material. Sandpaper comes in different grits (how coarse it is). The larger the number, the finer the sandpaper. Very coarse sandpaper is 80 or 100. Very fine sandpaper is 400 – 600. The lower
the grit number, the coarser the paper. Grit numbers can range from a low of 12—very
course to a high of 800—extremely fine grit. Test a sample to be sure the sandpaper is not
too coarse as it can scratch the wood or finish.
Sealer – Any finish used to cover surface of furniture to protect it. Usually refers to the
kind used on bare or filled wood surface.
Shellac – A substance exuded from the lac bug found on trees in India, processed and
dissolved in denatured alcohol for use as a coating on wood. It hardens by evaporation
of the solvent.
Steel Wool – A fine mesh of metal coils commonly used as a kitchen abrasive or cleaner.
Excellent for removing paint finishes, smoothing finish surfaces and polishing. Its
coarseness is measured numerically; 4 is the coarsest and 0000 is the finest. Coarse steel
wool can scratch surfaces, metals and finishes. It may work for removing paint. Use the
finest grade for finishing. Test first for any scratching.

Tack Cloth – A treated cloth used to remove the fine dust that a dry cloth can’t remove. Can be found in most hardware, lumberyards, and home stores. Tack cloths
are important to use between the sanding and between each coat of finish for a
smooth finish.
Upcycle – To convert useless items into new materials or products.
Varnish – A transparent or translucent liquid that hardens by oxidation and polymerization upon exposure to air. Considered here as made from resins, drying oils,
and solvents. Varnishes are classified as oil varnish, turpentine varnish, spirit
varnish, or water varnish, according to the solvent used.
Vintage - In the context of things you might collect, vintage items are high quality
things from the past. Examples might be vintage furniture or vintage clothes.
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